
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Winter 2018 

Course:  MATH 010A Section:  015 - CALCULUS:SEVERAL VARIABLES 
Instructor:  Brandon Coya

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Probably one of if not the best TA's I have had at UCR. Explains everything understandably and takes extra time outside class to explain hard
problems at theorems over email or in person. Would no change anything.

Brandon is an extremely helpful TA. His teaching style is great because he translates math into English. I appreciate how he explains things in a
step-by-step manner and includes words to transition the steps so I understand my notes when I go back later. He is the main reason I am able
to do well in this class. My only critique is I wish he would learn the material a little ahead of time so I can ask about any homework problems at
his office hours, not just those of that week.

I actually enjoyed his teaching, the professor was very frustrating I'm lecture and Brandon helped clarify lecture and was very helpful

Very helpful and willing to learn new techniques to help the discussion group understand concepts in lecture.

Did a good job of clarifying what happened in class and sent out helpful emails periodically.

honestly i never went to discussion but he was a really cute guy. i used to go for a bit just because he was cute but then i got too lazy and his
looks couldnt even motivate me to go to class. rip. we coulda been good friends

He was well prepared for discussion sections. Explained his work and showed his steps. He always offered tips and advice on how to approach
a problem. 

Very approachable and helpful TA. I was often confused in class, so much so that Brandon is the only reason I can do any part of 10A. Saved
my grade and understanding of this class. 

Brandon's teaching style was very clear and understandable. The examples he presented in class were extremely helpful(especially since
Professor De Dios relied a bit to much on theorem rather than computations). Bonus that he was friendly and cute.

Most thorough TA I've ever had for math. Explains everything clearly and simplifies the book down considerably, since the book is terrible and
not even the professor recommends using it that much. 


